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Abstract: A closely packed wideband multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)/diversity antenna (of
two ports) with a small size of less than 18.5 mm by 18.5 mm is proposed for mobile communication
applications. The antenna can be orthogonally configured for corner installation or by placing it on a
back-to-back structure for compact modules. To enhance the isolation and widen the bandwidth,
the antenna is structured with multiple layers having differing dielectric constants. The feeding
through a via significantly reduces the ground waves. A multi-fidelity surrogate model-assisted
design exploration method is employed to obtain the optimized antenna geometric parameters
efficiently. The antenna design was investigated using electromagnetic simulation and a physical
realization of the optimal design was then created and subjected to a range of tests. The specific
parameters investigated included reflection coefficients, mutual coupling between the input ports,
radiation patterns, efficiency and parameters specific to MIMO behavior: envelope correlation
coefficient and pattern diversity multiplexing coefficient. It was found that the antenna has an
impedance bandwidth of approximately 4 GHz, mutual coupling between input ports of better
than −18 dB and an envelope correlation coefficient of less than 0.002 across the operating band.
This makes it a good candidate design for many mobile MIMO applications.

Keywords: multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO); mutual coupling; polarization diversity;
Nelder–Mead method (NM); surrogate-assisted differential evolution algorithm (SADEA)

1. Introduction

Small size, high data rates, reliable connectivity, and flexible operation without reconfiguration in
many regions and systems are extremely attractive features in current and future mobile devices [1,2].
To achieve the above, wideband and higher-frequency antennas have experienced many developments
in recent years [3]. Although this offers large bandwidth and high data rates, the high bandwidth makes
the system more susceptible to multipath fading due to reflection and diffraction in a rich scattering
environment [4]. To overcome this technical issue, ultra-wideband (UWB) wireless communication
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systems were proposed due to its attractive features such as excellent immunity to multipath interference
and high data rates [5,6]. Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology is another effective
technique for mitigating this issue, in addition to its features of increasing the channel capacity and
transmission quality [4]. By combining both UWB and MIMO technologies, a new MIMO-UWB
system can further alleviate the multipath issue [7]. However, due to some existing wireless standards,
i.e., WiMAX (3.3–3.7 GHz), WLAN (5.15–5.35 GHz, and 5.725–5.825), etc., that share the frequency
bands within the UWB regulation standards, this causes interference to the UWB system and degrades
its performance. To suppress these unwanted interferences, band-rejected UWB antennas have been
studied widely and intensively [8]. Due to the above design technical challenges, the design of the
wideband antenna is deemed to be a challenge in meeting the compact size and high bandwidth
requirements of many MIMO-orientated applications [7].

Constraining mutual coupling in a narrow-band antenna is relatively straightforward, but the
greatly increased degrees of freedom in a wideband one makes it very challenging in such a case,
especially if size is also constrained. A number of past studies have attempted to address this problem,
with varying degrees of success [9–25]. In [9–18], various decoupling structures were suggested to
be interposed between several symmetrically placed elements to enhance isolation between them.
These methods are using Electromagnetic Band Gap structure [9], adopting distinct patterns and
polarization of the radiator [10,11,14], defected or modified ground plane [12,16,17], neutralization
strip [13,20], embedded periphery slot [22], parasitic stubs [15,18] and metamaterial [19,21]. In [23–26],
differently structured antenna elements were combined to achieve pattern diversity. However,
low correlation coefficients could be achieved because of diverse radiation patterns and polarizations.
In [27–30], different feeding techniques were implemented to attain MIMO features. By optimizing the
feeding, radiator and ground structures, works in [31,32] managed to suppress the mutual coupling
while maintaining a reasonable size.

The basic microstrip patch antenna is strongly resonant as the dielectric space beneath can be
regarded as a cavity resonator. The bandwidth is thus narrow, but much ingenuity has been expended
over the years to soften the resonance by choosing elaborate patch shapes, deepening the substrate
dielectric, reducing substrate permittivity or even increasing loss [33]. In addition, higher-order
impedance matching and design of the structure to have multiple resonances have been found to be
useful tools to improve the bandwidth. Another technique to improve bandwidth is to use multiple
loosely-coupled patches and bandwidth can be further improved by driving them parasitically in
a stacked structure. While vertical stacking of patches is a known broadbanding technique, large
bandwidth is achieved here by feeding the driven (main) patch through a via and the use of parasitic
patches that are laterally displaced in a single plane. This lateral displacement with respect to the
center of the main patch, generates multiple odd-order resonances which cause the bandwidth to
increase significantly [34].

The computationally expensive full-wave electromagnetic (EM) simulations results in standard
global optimization techniques taking a very long time, expected to be approximately 1.5 months,
to find a highly optimal design. To address this challenge, a state-of-the-art approach, the surrogate
model-assisted differential evolution algorithm for antenna synthesis (SADEA) [35], was employed
in many antenna designs. By using an Intel Core i7-4770k computer, the optimization time could be
reduced to only 20 h in a high-fidelity full-wave EM simulation antenna model.

By combining all the available design concepts for mutual coupling reduction [9–29],
bandwidth-enhanced methods [33,34] and a computationally efficient optimization method [35],
this paper presents a stacked wideband MIMO antenna to cover a 4.5 to 8.5 GHz band for mobile
application. The design implemented high dielectric constant substrates, modified the shapes of the
parasitic patches and radiator, and a feeding structure to obtain the required characteristics of compact
size, good return loss, low mutual coupling level and reasonable gains and radiation patterns.

The structure of this paper can be summarized as follows. In Section 2, the details of the antenna
geometry and operating principles are given. The optimization method used in our design and the
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parameter studies of the proposed work are discussed in Section 3. The experimental setups are
described and results are compared with simulated results in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section 5.

2. Antenna Configuration, Feeding Structure and Design Concepts

2.1. Antenna Geometry and Design Concepts

The original idea of this antenna design was from [34]. This work used four rectangular patches on
the top layers of the first low-permittivity substrate and a T-shaped patch with a full ground to feed the
antenna on the second identical substrate. By stacking the both substrates, an impedance bandwidth
of 29% across the frequency from 3.5 to 4.7 GHz was achieved [34]. To enhance the performance of this
previous design and also introduce the MIMO characteristics into the design, the proposed stacked
wideband MIMO antenna array has the dimensions 30 × 30 × 10 mm (W × L ×H), with two feeding
ports proposed, as illustrated in Figure 1a. The actual dimensions of the structure could be made much
smaller, down to 18.5 × 18.5 × 10 mm (lx × ly × H), but the extra area was needed in order to fasten
together the various substrates with screws.
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Figure 1. The proposed antenna geometry: (a) wideband MIMO antenna dimensions, (b) feeding
structure and location of the via, and (c) side view of the antenna.

The design steps of this proposed antenna can be summarized as follows. Firstly, to implement the
multiple patch design, an array of four parasitically-driven elements was used, separated by a dielectric
layer from the driven element. The driven element has an initial dimension of 13 × 13 (l2 × w2) mm2,
where 13 mm is equivalent to 0.5 λ at 4.5 GHz, which is the lowest operating frequency, while the
parasitic patches have calculated dimension of 9.6 × 9.6 (l1 × w1) mm2, where 9.6 mm is equivalent to
0.5 λ at 8.5 GHz, which is the highest working frequency. In this case, the driven element controls
the lowest resonant frequency, while the parasitic patches govern the highest resonant frequency.
By carefully merging these two resonance frequencies, wide impedance bandwidth can be achieved.
Secondly, it is crucial to select the right thickness of each layer of the structure in order to achieve
the required good impedance matching level and acceptable radiation characteristics. In layer 1,
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the dielectric was 3.048 mm in thickness (h1), with a permittivity εr1 of 3.38. The four parasitic
patches with corner truncation have the dimensions 9.6 × 9.6 mm2 with a spacing gap d1 of 1.5 mm.
With this thicker substrate, this ensures a lower Q value and, thus, broadening the antenna impedance
bandwidth. Further, according to [35], the broadband response can be achieved by having the antenna
substrate height between the parasitic patch and the driven patch as h1 < 0.1λ. Hence, h1 should not
exceed this limit. The second layer (layer 2) has a εr2 of 6.15 and a thickness (h2) of 1.28 mm. This is
different than the one in [34], where the same low-permittivity substrates were used for both layers.
To feed the 13 × 13 mm3 of driven element, the main patch, a stripline of approximately 20 mm in
length (l3), leading from an SubMiniature version A (SMA) connector, is placed on a third substrate
(layer 3) below the dielectric layer supporting the driven element. This layer has the same permittivity
as layer 1 but is somewhat thinner (h3 = 0.813 mm). It should be noted that the following formula was
used to determine the maximum allowable height for all the thicknesses of the design to avoid surface
wave loss, where h is height and εr is the dielectric constant of the substrate [36]. By carefully selecting
the height for each substrate by adopting this formula, the surface wave loss is negligible.

h
λ
<

0.3
2π
√
εr

(1)

Thirdly, the strip runs underneath the driven element and is then connected to it by a conducting
via traversing layer 2, as shown in Figure 1b,c. The impedance at the feed point of a rectangular
microstrip patch depends on the distance of this point from the edge of the patch and thus the use of
a feed by a via connection from beneath allows precise adjustment of this parameter. This is more
complex and costly than approaches using a feed line and patch on the same plane, but it enables
optimal tuning of the impedance and tends to facilitate wider impedance bandwidth and improved
purity of polarization. The section of stripline between the via and the input-side patch edge forms,
together with the lower patch surface, a stub line that is short circuited by the via. The stub’s reactive
input impedance is equivalent to a series reactive matching element connecting the stripline to the
patch edge.

Finally, two copies of this complete subarray structure were then created and placed back to back,
but rotated 90◦ with respect to each other. A central copper ground plane separates the two copies
of the structure. Excited at its two ports, the structure produces two pattern functions which prove
to be nearly uncorrelated (i.e., mathematically orthogonal) and are suitable for diversity or MIMO
use. These patterns can be considered to exhibit a mixture of pattern shape and polarization diversity.
A second uncorrelated pattern can also be produced in other ways, for example the ”orthogonal”
configuration shown in Figure 2.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 18 
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Figure 2. Alternative WBMA structure with the two subarrays assembled orthogonally.

The complete assembly of the two subarray elements with their feeding structure is shown in
exploded form in Figure 3. The structure of the feed from the SMA connectors to the respective
driven patches is as shown in Figure 1b (where the dielectric is rendered transparent), this structure
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being chosen to enable widening of the operational bandwidth while leaving the radiation pattern
largely unaffected. The stacked structure also permits adjustment of the radiation pattern through
modification of the layout of the parasitic patches without the need for alteration of the feed structure.
The dielectric between the feed line and the driven patch was chosen to be a 1.28 mm in thickness
Rogers Corporation high frequency laminate of type RO3006. The layer beneath the feeding strip was
chosen to be a Rogers Corporation 4003C, with a thickness of 0.813 mm.
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Figure 3. The wideband MIMO antenna stacked structure.

The optimal design parameters given in Table 1 were arrived at after the application of the design
optimization procedure presented in the following Section 3. The procedure was given the freedom to
adjust the dimensions of the top patches, their separations and the thicknesses of the dielectrics in
layers 1 and 2. However, it should be noted that the choice of dielectric thickness is severely constrained
by the values available on the market.

Table 1. Wideband MIMO antenna optimal design variables (all sizes in mm).

Parameters Variable Dimension

Main Patch Width w2 10
Main Patch Length l2 10

Separation between Parasitics d1 1.68
Parasitic Patch Length w1 8.4
Parasitic Patch Width l1 8.4

Antenna Width ly 18.48
Antenna Length lx 18.48

Corner Truncated Length of the Parasitic Patch ∆s 1.2
Corner Truncated Length of the Main Patch ∆p 2

Via wrt. Main Patch ctr. xvia −3.5
1st Layer Thickness h1 3.048
2nd Layer Thickness h2 1.28
3rd Layer Thickness h3 0.813
Feeding Strip width w3 1.1
Feeding Strip Length l3 20.45

To understand the basic operational principles of this antenna, the evolution process of the design
has been divided into five stages, as illustrated in Figure 4. This will help to simplify the analysis of
the contribution of each part of the antenna in terms of impedance bandwidth and matching, and gain
over the intended wideband operating frequency band (4.5 to 8.5 GHz), as shown in Figure 5. In Stage
1, the antenna consists of a large top parasitic patch and it is excited by a driven patch below it. In this
configuration, two resonant frequencies, i.e., 3.1 GHz and 5.8 GHz, can be attained in the S11 plot,
as illustrated in Figure 5a. The first resonant frequency is controlled by the length of the parasitic
patch (18.5 mm, equivalent to 0.35 λ at 3.1 GHz) while the second resonant frequency is governed
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by the length of the driven patch (10 mm, equivalent to 0.5 λ at 5.8 GHz). By dividing a single
parasitic patch into four patches with each has size of 8.5 mm × 8.5 mm, as depicted in Stage 2 of
Figure 4. These four radiating patches on the top of each subarray are parasitically excited through an
electromagnetic coupling area located at one of their corners which overlaps with the driven patch
below them. This combination structure enables wide bandwidth with acceptable S11 (better than
−8 dB) and good gain (above 5 dBi), as shown in Figure 5a,b. To further improve the matching of
the antenna, the four corners of the main driven patch are truncated, as shown in Stage 3 of Figure 4.
As can be observed in Figure 5a,b, the S11 is now well below −10 dB and the gain of the antenna
also shows an increment of approximately 0.2 to 0.4 dBi across the desired operating frequency band.
In Stage 4, the four corners of the four parasitic patches are truncated. By changing this, the S11 stays
at a similar level while variation in the gain has been minimized, as shown in Figure 5. To form the
proposed MIMO antenna in Stage 5, two copies of the same antenna in Stage 4 are placed back to back,
but are rotated 90◦ with respect to each other, as depicted in Figures 1 and 3. With this modification, no
significant change of the performance can be noticed in Figure 5.
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2.2. Antenna Geometry Parametric Study

When undertaking optimization of the radiation performance and impedance matching of the
subarray, the focus must be on the principal parameters of the design: the dimensions of the radiating
patches, their separations, the thickness h1 of the top layer (layer 1) and the location of the via
connection feeding the driven patch. The process to find the optimum values of these principal
parameters was undertaken using the CST computational electromagnetics time-domain simulation
software, by Dassault Systems. Using the parameter sweep function in this software, the patch and
stripline geometries could be varied widely, enabling the feed-point S parameters to be evaluated,
as explained below.

In the optimization process, the length l1 and width w1 of the radiating patches were varied
simultaneously from 5 to 10 mm, with d1 = 1.68 mm, h1 = 3.048 mm and xvia = −3.5 mm (see Table 1).
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Examining the results, as displayed in Figure 6, it is seen that an increase in the size of the radiating
patches causes the excitation of an upper resonance, occurring above 8.48 GHz. Increasing the size
further causes the lower resonance (approximately 4.45 GHz) to disappear. Further, the results for the
S11 parameter show that these two resonances are strongly excited when l1 = w1 = 8.4 mm.
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Pursuing another controllable parameter, alternative values of the thickness of layer 1 (h1) were
considered. Only values that are commercially available can realistically be considered, since custom
values would be prohibitively expensive. The standard thicknesses that are available for Rogers Corp.
laminate of type RO4003C are 0.813, 1.52, 2.33 (two layers of 1.52 mm and 0.813 mm bonded together),
3.048 (two layers, both of 1.52 mm, bonded together) and 3.861 mm (three layers, of 1.52, 1.52 and
0.813 mm). The effects of these options were modeled in the CST software and the results for S11 are
shown in Figure 7. It is observed that, for the thinnest case (h1 = 0.813 mm), the lower resonance
(approximately 5 GHz) disappears and the higher one (approximately 7 GHz) is relatively weak.
However, with the increase in substrate height, the two principal resonances become increasingly
stronger until they fade again at the maximum height studied (3.861 mm). It is thus seen that the
optimum choice is the next-highest value, 3.048 mm, which provides values of S11 better than −10 dB
over the 5–7.5 GHz band, bracketed by two strong resonances.
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Variation in the space separating the parasitic elements (d1) was investigated next. This was varied
over the range from 1.00 to 6.00 mm, while the other parameters were held at the optimum values
that had been previously determined. The results of this investigation are shown in Figure 8, where it
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is observed that the bandwidth between the upper and lower resonances decreases as this spacing
is increased. However, with the narrowest spacing (1.00 mm), the value of S11 over the intervening
range of frequencies rises above −10 dB and hence is not acceptable for mobile applications. When
d1 equals to 2 or 3 mm, an optimum situation is found, with sharp upper and lower resonances at
an adequately wide separation, and S11 values across the intervening band that are acceptable for
wideband operation. Beyond this value of d1, the bandwidth falls again and eventually the upper
resonance becomes completely eliminated.
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Finally, the placing of the via connecting the feeder stripline and the driven element was
investigated (parameter xvia). Figure 9 shows the values of S11 that were found, for a range of values
of xvia. The trivial case of xvia = 0 is included for comparison but this, predictably, produces non-viable
results. The other values investigated were symmetrically distributed in the positive and negative
directions, but the interaction with the stripline resulted in significantly differing results and the only
value that gives acceptably low S11 over an adequate bandwidth is xvia = −3.5 mm.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 18 
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The simulation results that have been presented illustrate the complexity of optimizing the
proposed antenna structure. As mentioned above, standard global optimization techniques may cost a
very long time (estimated 1.5 months for this particular case). To address this problem, a new antenna
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optimization method, called multi-fidelity surrogate model-assisted differential evolution algorithm
for antenna synthesis (MSADEA) is introduced in the next section.

3. Design Exploration of the Wideband MIMO Antenna Units

3.1. Multi-fidelity Surrogate Model Assisted Differential Evolution Algorithm

MSADEA is composed of two stages, in which Stage 1 is the SADEA method [37] using a low-fidelity
EM model. The search ranges of the design variables are large, covering all possibilities. The three key
elements of SADEA include Gaussian process machine learning for surrogate modeling [38], differential
evolution for evolutionary optimization [39] and the surrogate model-aware evolutionary search
framework [40,41] to make surrogate modeling and evolutionary optimization work harmoniously for
antenna design landscapes. The method uses a computationally cheap Gaussian process surrogate
model to approximate the computationally expensive EM simulation model in order to reduce the
number of necessary EM simulations in the optimization process. With the surrogate model-aware
evolutionary search framework, SADEA has advantages in terms of optimization ability and efficiency
compared to several other surrogate model-assisted optimization methods for antenna design
exploration. More details are given in [37,42]. In addition to reducing the necessary number of
EM simulations, a low-fidelity EM model is used to reduce the computational time of each simulation
in this stage.

Stage 2 of MSADEA performs a local search using the best design obtained by Stage 1 as the
starting point. A high-fidelity full-wave EM model is now used. Due to the limited accuracy of
the low-fidelity EM model, the obtained best design from Stage 1 may reveal markedly degraded
performance when analyzed with the high-fidelity EM model, but it is sufficient to serve as a starting
point for the Stage 2. There are several possible alternatives for the local optimization, and among
them, the derivative-free Nelder–Mead simplex method [43] is used.

The advantage of MSADEA compared to SADEA is the higher efficiency. To build a global
surrogate model, SADEA still has to carry out a number of high-fidelity EM simulations in non-optimal
regions of the design space. In contrast, MSADEA uses low-fidelity EM simulations to replace them
and high-fidelity simulations are only used near the optimal region. Hence, the overall efficiency is
further improved.

3.2. Implementation of MSADEA for the Wideband MIMO Antenna

The design variables of the wideband MIMO antenna include the length and width of the driven
patch (l2 and w2) and the parasitic patches (l1 and w1), the separation between the parasitic elements
d1, the location of the via with respect to the center of the radiating patch (xvia) and the length of the
stripline (xport). Their ranges are shown in Table 2. The objective function minimizes the maximum of
S11 and S21 in the operating band, as shown in (2)

Minimize max|S11| and |S21| (4.5 GHz–8.5 GHz) (2)

The following geometric constraints have to be satisfied:

l1 + d1 ≥ 0
d1 − 2 × min([15 − l1/2 − 5]) ≥ 0

−l2/3 + abs(xvia) ≥ 0
(3)

Both the low- and high-fidelity EM models are built in CST Microwave Studio, using approximately
89,888 and 7,796,250 mesh cells, respectively. The corresponding simulation times are approximately
1.5 min and 12 min, respectively, using the PC mentioned earlier.
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Table 2. Explored ranges of the design variables (all sizes in mm).

Variables l2 w2 l1 w1 d1 xvia xport

Lower bound 5 5 5 5 0.5 −9 0.25
Upper bound 18 18 20 20 5 9 25

The SADEA method is implemented by the ADE tool [44] (ade.cadescenter.com). In ADE, all the
algorithm parameters are automatically set. After 430 low-fidelity EM simulations (approximately
14 h), Stage 1 converged. The obtained best design is shown in Table 3. The max(|S11|) and max(|S21|) of
the best design of Stage 1 is −10.31 dB and −22 dB, respectively, in terms of the low-fidelity EM model,
but when using the high-fidelity EM model, the max(|S11|) is −8.12 dB and the max(|S21|) is −20.12 dB.
Using this design as a starting point and after 32 high-fidelity EM simulations, the optimal results are
max(|S11|) = −12.08 dB and max(|S21|) = −22.12 dB in the operating band, taking approximately 6 h.
The final design obtained is shown in Table 3. The total design exploration time was 20 h.

Table 3. Best designs obtained in Stage 1 and Stage 2 (all in mm).

Variables l2 w2 l1 w1 d1 xvia xport

Stage 1 10.14 10.63 15.97 10.79 1.21 −3.02 15
Stage 2 10.07 10.01 8.41 8.40 1.68 −3.51 20.45

4. Measurement Results and MIMO Performance

The optimized candidate design shown in Figure 10 was created in physical form and subjected to
a range of tests. A practical issue that arose was when the 4003C laminate with a thickness of 3.048 mm
became unavailable and hence this had to be replaced by two layers, with a thickness of 1.52 mm,
bonded by screws.
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Figure 10. The wideband MIMO antenna prototype (left) and far field measurement facility (right).

The results of the tests are given below, but it should be understood that some physical tolerances
have to be allowed for, such as air gaps between the laminate layers, metallic unevenness in the
soldering of the SMA connectors and the via connection, and test equipment tolerances.

4.1. Reflection Coefficient (S11) and Impedance Bandwidth

Measurements of the input parameter S11 were compared with simulated values obtained from the
time-domain solver in CST Microwave Studio software. The physical measurements were undertaken
with a two ports vector network analyzer (VNA model: HP8720B). The input power of the VNA is set
to 0 dBm in the measurement. S11 and S22 measurement was carried out by connecting one port of the
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antenna to the VNA, while the other port is terminated to a 50 ohm load. As for S21/S12 measurement,
both ports of the antenna were connected to the corresponding two ports of the VNA.

A comparison of the measured and simulated results for S11 is given in Figure 11a, showing good
agreement between the two sets of results, except in the deep resonance nulls, which can be explained
by masking noise issues in the measurements and it can be also attributed to reflections from the
SMA connectors and feed cable effects, and small inaccuracies in assembling the real structure that is
fabricated using conductive epoxy adhesive. This shows that the antenna has a simulated S11 better
than −10 dB over a range from 4.45 to 8.48 GHz, i.e., a bandwidth of slightly over 4 GHz, although the
measured value is slightly less—4.53 to 8.19 GHz. This modest discrepancy can be explained by the
considerations in the paragraph above.
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Figure 11. Measured and simulated results. (a) S11 and S22, (b) S12 and S21.

The mutual coupling S parameters shown in Figure 11b are in close agreement with each other, but
the measured and simulated values differ by a margin which averages approximately 8 dB. However,
this disagreement is in favor of the measurements, which surprisingly show better performance than
the simulation: the simulated values are below−18 dB across the desired band and the measured values
below −30 dB, meaning that the device easily satisfies the requirement in the FCC Ultra-wideband
standard of mutual coupling better than −15 dB [18].

Furthermore, the alternative orthogonal configuration shown in Figure 3 was also investigated
and all four S parameters were measured. The results of Figure 12 were similar to those above: over
the band 4.78–8.40 GHz (3.7 GHz bandwidth), S11 and S22 are better than −10 dB. The values of S12
and S21 are all better than −21 dB over the required bandwidth, which exceeds the performance of the
published works [18–20].
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Figure 12. S parameters for antenna in orthogonal configuration.

4.2. Radiation Patterns

Measurements of the far field radiation patterns of the prototype antenna were carried out in a
100 m3 anechoic chamber using an elevation-over-azimuth positioner, with the elevation axis coincident
with polar axis (θ = 0◦) for the antenna’s co-ordinate system, as shown in Figure 10. The azimuth
drive thus generated cuts at a constant ∅. The fixed antenna (reference antenna) was a broadband
horn (EMCO type 3115) positioned at 4 m. The elevation positioner was rotated from a θ of −180 to
180◦ in increments of 5◦ for the chosen measurement. Radiation patterns for both ports of the antenna
design shown in Figure 1 were investigated by simulation and measurement at three representative
frequencies: 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5 GHz. Simulations were again derived using CST Microwave Studio and
the measurements were undertaken in an anechoic chamber. The principal (co-polar) results are shown
in Figure 13 and show good agreement between simulation and measurement. Modest discrepancies in
the measurement results can be ascribed to the supporting hardware in the anechoic chamber and gain
error in the standard antenna used for the measurements. The slightly inconsistent radiation patterns
were observed, but this is acceptable and insignificant for mobile application when this antenna is
employed in a rich scattering environment.
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The simulated current distributions on the wideband MIMO antenna at several frequencies are 
presented in Figure 16. On the parasitic patches, the current is mainly distributed along the edges of 
the slots. The left–right asymmetry of these patterns confirms that the antenna is capable of 
supporting multiple resonant modes whose overlapping leads to the wideband characteristic. Because 
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The corresponding results for cross-polar patterns are shown in Figure 14. These are less than
15 dB lower than the co-polar patterns: the diagrams are re-normalized by adding 15 dB so that the
0 dB level is equivalent to 15 dB lower than the results in Figure 13. Cross-polar components are
undesirable and can cause uncertainty in MIMO systems but −15 dB of suppression is adequate for
many applications.
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4.3. Gain and Current Distributions

The measured gains of the WBMA are presented in Figure 15. It is seen that the measured gains
fluctuate with the highest of more than 6 dBi. Generally speaking, due to the wider operational
bandwidth, the gains have more variations with respect to frequency.

The simulated current distributions on the wideband MIMO antenna at several frequencies are
presented in Figure 16. On the parasitic patches, the current is mainly distributed along the edges of
the slots. The left–right asymmetry of these patterns confirms that the antenna is capable of supporting
multiple resonant modes whose overlapping leads to the wideband characteristic. Because the parasitic
patches are offset only in the x direction (along the feedline axis), the current patterns remain almost
symmetric about this axis.
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4.4. Diversity Gain, Correlation and Multiplexing Efficiency

The two feeds in the prototype antenna can be used to yield different polarization states. The basic
intended function of the completed double array would be diversity reception, which is less complex
than MIMO. This requires discrimination between the two orthogonal patterns and this can be
represented as diversity gain, which can be computed from the radiation pattern: this is shown in
Figure 17a. The average diversity gain is approximately 10 dB because the antenna has very low
envelop correlation coefficient (ECC), as shown in Figure 17b.

Antenna envelope correlation between the two subarrays must be very low for the complete array
to be viable for MIMO applications. For the design shown in Figure 1, the antenna envelope correlation
found by simulation is presented in Figure 17b and it is seen that its value is almost zero across the
intended wideband band. A similar result was found with the orthogonal configuration in Figure 2.

Another important parameter for MIMO is the multiplexing efficiency metric [45], defined as the
difference in power required for a wideband MIMO antenna to deliver a given capacity in comparison
with an ideal reference MIMO antenna, having zero correlation and 100% overall efficiency. For the
antenna design in Figure 1, the multiplexing efficiency metric is shown in Figure 17a, which indicates
that the proposed design is mainly limited by the overall efficiencies of the elements.
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Figure 17. MIMO performance. (a) Diversity gain and (b) envelope correlation coefficient.

4.5. Performance Comparison

Table 4 shows the performance of the proposed antenna compared with other published stacked
patch antennas [36,46–56]. As can be observed, our work has attained a wider impedance bandwidth
compared to others, except [56]. In terms of the antenna size, this work has a comparable size in
terms of the width and length. The presented design also has reasonable antenna gain and acceptable
isolation in comparison with other published works.

Table 4. Performance comparison of the proposed antenna.

References Frequency
Band (GHz)

Impedance
Bandwidth

Antenna Size
(Width × Length)

Gain
(dBi)

Isolation
(dB)

[36] 4.9 to 7.05 35% 0.36 λo × 0.39 λo 6.0 NA
[46] 4.79 to 5.04 5.1% 0.35 λo × 0.50 λo 4.5 NA
[47] 2.5 to 2.7 7.7% 0.67 λo × 0.67 λo 8 28
[48] 54 to 67 21.5% 0.62 λo × 0.60 λo 8 NA
[49] 2.4 to 2.5 4.1% 1.34 λo × 1.14 λo 10 NA
[50] 2.16 to 2.82 26.5% 0.78 λo × 0.58 λo 5.5 30
[51] 3.73 to 5.73 34.9% 0.52 λo × 0.68 λo 8.0 NA
[52] 27.0 to 35.0 25.8% 0.8 λo × 0.8 λo 8 18
[53] 4.55 to 6.28 31.95% 0.91 λo × 0.91 λo 6.2 NA
[54] 3.28 to 3.7 11.4% 0.48 λo × 0.48 λo 8.0 40
[55] 2.31 to 2.81 19.0% 1.19 λo × 1.19 λo 11 35
[56] 23.9 to 72.2 100.3% 0.8 λo × 0.8 λo 5 NA

This work 4.5 to 8.5 61.54% 0.27 λo × 0.27 λo 6 18

λo is the lowest operating frequency; NA: not applicable, as the antenna is a single element.

5. Conclusions

A novel design of a compact wideband antenna has been presented. This has two orthogonal
subarrays, enabling it to be used for diversity reception and MIMO. The radiation patterns of each
subarray were nearly omnidirectional into their respective half spaces over the majority of the operating
bandwidth. The two subarrays are orthogonally polarized and it was found that there was excellent
isolation between them, despite their close proximity. This exploitation of polarization discrimination
allows a much more compact design than the use of spatial discrimination in basic realizations of
MIMO. Because of the above and its small size, the design becomes an attractive candidate for a range
of emerging applications including 5G and 6G mobile systems. In addition, an efficient antenna design
optimization technique is presented that is applicable to various kinds of design cases.
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